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                                    ABSTRACT

         The structure of the earth's mantie, mainly its upper part, having been investigat-
     ed by the analysis of seismic waves of five Kamchatka-I<urile Islands Earthquakes of
     shallow focus and some others, the problems on the existence and property of the
     200-discontinuity and the low-velocity layer in the mantle are discussed in some detail.

     The time-distance graphs is obtained in Japan are in fair agreement with Jeffreys-
     Bullen's Table (1939), and also the 200-discontinuity is considered to exist certainly

     at nearly the $ame depth as given by Jeffreys. The amplitude relation observed at
     the epicentral distance near 200 between the direct wave proPagating through the
     medium entire}y above the 200-discontinuity and the refracted wave penetrating down
     into that discontinuity is just the reverse of that commonly expected, that is, the
     forrner being small and the latter large both for the I'- and S- waves. Concerning
     tliis phenomenon sorne arguments are given. Moreover, the existence of a new dis-
     continuity was ascertained at some depth below the 200-discontinuity, as dedttced
     frorn the appearance of a prominent later phase. As to the existence of a low-velocity
     layer in the mantle, it is negatively Åëoncluded from the analysis of seismic waves
     observed at the stations in Japan of the earthquakes of Kamchatka-Kurile lslands,
     but the possibility of its existence near the crust in the form of pocket er reservoir

     is supposed to be not unreasonable, its problerc being postponed to a suÅëceeding

     paper.

1. Introductien

    On the structures and properties of the earth's mantle, especially its upper part,

many investigations have been carried out in various fields of research.

    Seismometrically, many authors have published reports in this field, for example,

H. Jeffreys (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), B. Gutenberg (6, 7, 8), P. Byerly (9), I. Lehrnann (10, 11, 12),

and, in our country, H. Kawasumi (13, 14), T. Matuzawa (15), and K. Wadati (16).

    At present, one of the most 2mportant and interesting problems with regard to

the structure of the earth's upper mantle as wel! as the crust may be relative to the

two essentially different opinions for its construction. So far, most researchers inclu-

ding Jeffreys have held that the seismic wave velocities in the earth's mantle increase

with depth and at the so-called 200-discontinuity (its depth is estimated, for example,

as 413km be!ow the earth's surface by Jeffreys) the rate of increase of ve!ecity
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begins to rise abruptly. Jeffreys-Bullen's 1939 Table (3) is the most typical work of

tliis opinion. On the other hand, in 1939 B. Gtttenberg and C. F. Richter (6) initiated

an entirely different opinion based on the observations of P-wave amplitude by using

the North American earthquakes ar,d observatories, that there exists a layer (so-callecl

the }ow-velocity layer at present) in which the seisinic wave velocities decrease with

increasing depth, and which begins at about 80km below the earth's surface. And

they have further developed this opinion. Accerding to Gutenberg's recent investiga-

tion (8, 17) it is said that the low-velocity layer exists in ranges between 60km and

150km for P and between 60km and 250km for S. And, moreover, he says that
the 200-discontinulty never exists at any depth.

    I. Lehmann recently entertains a little different opinion (li). According' to her,

a }ow-velocky layer exists, but it is effective only for shear waves, and not for

longitudinal waves and, moreover, far below this layer there exists also a discontinuity

corresponding to the 20e-discontinuity at whese surface the change of seismic veloci-

ties is strong but gradual. Namely, her epinion is a compromise between the two

opinions described above.

    ef course, the velocity distributions of seismic waves are the mest decisive data

for the investigation of structure and properties in the earth's interior, so that the

precise determination of velocity distribgtion is the mest import-ant, and the determi-

natien of velocity distribution is usually performed by the fierglotz-Wiechert •method.

But, in the application of this method, the data used have necessarily to beleng to

the same family of phase. If it is not so, the result ef ana}ysis is not correct. And

whether a phase belongs to a certain family er not is never determined on}y by the

precise reading of tlmes of the first arrivals. For instance, according to Gutenberg,

if there exists a low-velocity layer, only the diffracted waves arrive at as the P-phase

in soine yanges of epicentral distance and are read as the first P. If that is the case,

the applictfttion of the Herglotz-Wiechert method wil} give rise to a faulty resttlt.

    To determine what fa!nily any phase belongs to is considered to be possible only

with a deÅíailed investigation of seismic wave development with distance extending

over as wide ranges as possible. Namely, first, the following procedures aye needed;

1) to take all later phases into consideration as well as the first arrivals of P and S.

2) to read t.he travel time, the amplitude, the period and as many other data as

possible, and 3) to clarify the properties of each phase by taking all data obtained

together into consideration. And by doing so, we shall be able to obtain many pro-

perties of each family of seismic waves and also to increase our information concerning

the structures ap.d properties of the earth's interior from varieus points of view.

    Recently, this sort of investigation allowing for various observed data includifig

the amp!itude as well as the time-distance curve is increasing. Not to speal< of
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Gutenberg's investigation of the low-velocity layer, Lehmann's investigation abeve-

cited (il) is also one in this course. And Bremaecker has recently published an

investigation (i8), in which he inferred the velocity distribution in the earth's rr}antle

only by the observations of the amplitudes of the first P-waves between distance of

30 te 230.

    In the present investigation, several earthquakes which extended over areas of

from about 60 to 260 were investigated in the course described above, and som-e

interesting facts were found out, which will be described below in some detail.

2. Seismelogiea} data ased in the ana}ysis

    For various reasons the seismological data used in the analysis are specially

selected to fit the following coRditions ; 1) to use only the seismograrr}s recor'ded with

the seismographs of the same type, 2) to use as many observations as possib!e

extending over the necessary distances, and 3) to use only the observations in nearly

the same azlmuth as seen from the epicenter. The first condition is convenient for

the comparison and discussion on the amplitude and form of the s/ ismic waves at

each observatory, and the second condition may minimize the errors caused by the

loca! character ef each observatory Eounded on greund ef different geolegical and

crustal structure. The last condition will not approximately necessitate any considera-

tion on the effect caused by the complex mechanism of earthquake occurrence at the

hypocenter.

    The Japan Meteorological Agency kind].y permitted our copying of the sei'smo-

grams recorded with the Wiechert Seismograph at 23 observatories attached to the

Agency. By this courtesy the observations of epicentral distances extending over 60

to 260 were available for the present investigation. The constants of the Wiechert

Seismograph used are as follows :

        Component Mass Magnification Period Damping ratio
        horizontal 200 kg 70 --100 about 5sec 5--10
        vertical 8e 50Nv 80 . .
    The earthquakes examined were five Kamchatka-Kurile lslands earthquakes and

some Formosa earthquakes. As the seismograms used in the analysis were obtained

at the observatories in nearly the same azirnuth seen from the epicenters of Kamchatka

or Formosa earthquakes, the problem on the mechanism of earthquake occurrence is,

in the present treatment, not taken into consideration. The positions of epicenters

and the variotts data of those earthquakes are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 respec-

tively. In this Table, the epicenters, fecal depths and magnitudes are those after the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey (U.S.C.G.S.).
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Fig. 1. Epicenters of earthquakes
 and ebservatories used in the
 present analysis. The cross and
 clot denote the epicenter and
 observatory respectively. Num-
 bers of epicenter are referred to
 Table 1, and those oÅí observatory
 are as foilows:
 1. Nemuro, 2. Sapporo, 3. Mora,
 4. Aomeri, 5. Morioka, 6. Sendai,
 7. Fukushima, 8. Utsunomiya,
 9. Tokyo, 10. Yokohama, ll. Mib
 shima, 12. Shizuoka, 13. Nageya,
 l4. Gifu, 15. Hikone, 16. Kyoto,
 17. 0saka, 18. I<obe and 19.
 Shionomisaki.

Table 1. I.ist of the earthquakes used in the present investigatlon. Latitude
   and longitude of epicenter, rnagnitttde, focal depth and some of the
   origin time (*) are after the U.S.C.G.S.. The Greenwich Mean Time
   is adopted for the origin time.

Date time
(G.M.T.)

OriginlEpicentral11iEpicenterFocalregioniNE

depth
Magnitude
(Pasadena)

Observa-
tional

range

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1952

19S2

1953

1953

1955

1936

1955

June

Nov.

Jan.

Oct.

  Ihm$22 l 21 43 e2

4

5

11

March 18

Aug.

Apr.

22

4

16 58 33

10 06 30

13 08 34
(*)

OO 06 46

06 51 37

il 12 21
(*)

E

f

SE off Shinshiru
Is., Kurile Is.

Near east coast
of Kamchatka
N part of Kurile
Is.

tl

Near east coast
of I<amchatka

Near SE coast
of Formosa
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3. 0bservational results

  i) Time-distance graPlz

    A typical exafnple is the earthquake of January 5, 1953 (No. 3 in Tab!e 1), which

occuried at the northern part of the Kurile Islands, 490N and 1560E. The observational

data are given in Table 2, and some examples of the seismograrn in Fig.2are given

at the end of this article. Each value in Table 2 was read frorn the photographic

copies of the original seismograms. The time-distance graphs of both P and S are

shown in Fig. 3. In this ggure, k is to be noted that both P- and S-graphs are

divided into two branches intersecting at about 180, and that the later braRckes are

extended down to i30 in both P- and S-graphs, so that the graphs for the later phase

up to 180 read after the first P- or S-phase are interpreted as the extention of the

later branch observed beyond the distance of 180. As will be described in the suc-

ceeding sections ii) and iii) and also as clearly seen from the seismograms in Fig.

2, these two phases are so clearly distinguished from one another by difference in

their amplitudes and peyiods that there is no danger of cenfusing the two phases.

    Focal depth of this eaxth-

quake is approximately estimated •-• •• •- .
as OOIR according to Jeffreys' .                                                                      i+ +notation after PP-S duration at

each observatery. Consequently

Åíhe epicentra} distance of abottt

180 which is the intersecting

distance of our two branches
stated above, wM cerrespond to

the so-cal!ed 200-discontinuiÅíy

referring te the Jeffreys-Bullen

Table. In the J.-B. Table, two

branches separated at the epi-

central distance corresponding

te the 200-discentinuity are re-

presented by two letters d and

r respectively. The earlier bran-

ches at distances smaller than

200 are called Pd and Sd, and

the later ones beyond 200 Pr and

Sr. Namely, Pd and Sd represent

the waves having their vertices

above the 2eO-discontinuity and
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Fig. 3. Time-distance graphs of the earthquake ef
 Jan. 5, 1953. Dots, crosses and triangles represent
  the d-wave (Pd and Sdi, r-wave (Pr and Sri) and
 Sr2-wave respectively.
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'l Pr and Sr represent

the refracted waves

at Åíhe 20e-disconti-

nuity. It is yet un-

known whether Åíwo

branches in our case

ilttersecting at 180

correspond to Jeff-

reys' or not, but the

same notatlon as
Jeffreys' might ten-

tatively be used for

two branches in the

present graph.
Then, the fitness of

the present time-

distance grapn' to

the J.-B. Table will

be examined in the

next step.

    Recently, Jeff-

reys published (4, 5)

the revisions for his

1939 Table and
stated the existence

of regional differ-

ences in three areas,

i.e. in Euyope, Japan

and North America.

According to his
revision, the 1939

Table is about right

up to 170 but a
reduction of 2 sec is

needed beyond 220

for Japanese area.

But, in the present

treatment, the 1939
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  Table will tentatively be used. O-C in Table 2 shows the residual frorn the J.-B. O.Ol

  curve, taking IOh06m30$ as the origin time. These residuals were obtained in the

  following manner: Considering mainly the phase of Pd and moreover taking the other
  phases (Pr, Sd and Sr) for reference purposes, it was ascertained that the J.-B. O.Ol

  curve rightly fits for the present graph and the origin time was deduced as above

  rnentioned. It is to be remarked that the J.-B. O.O05 curve calculated from #he given

  O.OO and O.Ol cgrves is practically most suitable for the presen.t observed graph, but,

  in the present treatment, the difference of funess for O.O05 and e.Ol curves is beyond

  our discrimipation in respect to observational and analytical errors. If the focal depth

  ls approxirnately assumed to be in the erder of magnitude of e.OIR (R is the radius

 of the earth) the turning point of time-distance graph for the so-called 200-discontinuity

' will be shifted to the epicentral distance of 180, and it is well in accord with the pre-

  sent case. The Pd-branch fits best into the JrB. ODI curve up to about 180, and

  the fitness of the Pr-branch is comparatively good referring to its gradient although

 there are systematically positive residttals of a few seconds. The Sd-branch show

  some fiactuations, whose residuals, however, show minus signs at smaller distances

 and change their signs at larger distances, thus giving a little larger gradient than

 the JrB. curve. But the Sd-branch is contiRuously traced up to 180 and no gap is

 observed en the time-distance graph. The Sr-branch-roughly fits iRto the JrB. curve

  referring to the gradient, but has systematically positive deviations in this case also.

     The earthquake ef November, 4, 1952 was one of the severest shocks and has

 been investigated in various research fields. The observaÅíional data are given in

 Table 3. This earthquake shows also the same tendency as that above-mentioned

 with regard to the development of seismic wave with distance. Narnely, the time-

 distance graph of P-wave (as to S-wave, they were not accurately read dtte to scale-

 out in the seismograms or to extraordinarily large amplitudes) has two branches

 intersecting at about 180. The residuals of both Pd and Pr from the J.-B.O.Ol curve,

 adopting the origin time, 16h 58m 33s, are given in Table 3. The fitness is fairly

 good not only for Pd but also fer Pr, and the systematically plus residuals of Pr are

 not observed. On this point, the present earthqttake differs from the previous one,

 which will be discussed in some detail in section 4.

     Besides these two earthquakes, the following three were treated, their observing

 data being tabulated in Tables 4, 5 aRd 6 respectively. On the earthquake of June

 23, !952, enly Pd and Sd were available owing to the smallness of the observing

 distance, and the fitRess of P into the J.-B. ODI curve is fairly good. The earthquake

 of October 11, 1953 gave results similar to these of the two cases treated earlier.

 Lastly, the earthquake of March 18, 1955 also gave similar results, in which, however,

 only Pr and Sr were available owing to the largeness of observing distance. Pr and
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Table 3. The earthquake of Nov. 4, 1952, 52z.ZsON, 1590E
                   e:16h58m33s

Observatory

Nemuro
IJrakawa

Sapporo

Mori
Aomerl
Morioka
Akita

Sendai

Fukushima
Utsunomiya
Nagoya
Toyooka
Shionomisaki

d
Arrival time

Pd
 o
12.97

15.18

15.23

16.33

2Z18
17.85

18.35 ,

19.13

19.75

21.02

23.48

24.22

25.46

rn s
1 34.4

2 4.9
   4.3

  18.5

  2Z5
  35.9

  43.2

Pr

ms1 51.0

2 11.9

  24.5

  33.0

  40.4

  47.1

  47.7

  59.5
3 11.9

  35.6

  45.0

  57.5

o-c

Pd

 s
-1
ÅÄ1
 o
 o

-1
-1
+1

Pr
        'iili

Amplitude

Pd

i"

Pr

ge

14

22

19 I.
   I14 i•
   l
- i'

16 l

 8i
   l16 l•
   i
gl

Period

Pd Pr

  s
O.9, 17.1

2.1, 14.7i

  im i
      i
   l8,6i
      i
1.2, l5.7i

  - i'

      l

Sr gave systematically plus residuals referring to the JrB. O.Ol curve, in which the

origin time was estimaÅíed as OOh 06m 46s by compaying Pr-branch in this case with

that of the earthquake of Janttary 5, 1953. Since the positiens of observatories are

a!1 nearly on a straight !ine seen from the epicenter of each eartkquake in ana!ysis,

a smal} shift of epicenter will change their epicentra! distances and azimuths slightly

and to the same degree. Consequently, the gradient of the time-distance graph may

be considered almost unchangeable and, moreover, a ceytain J.-B. curve to which each

phase shows the best ftt is kept a}so unchangeable by a small shift of epicenter.

    Thus, from the results above-obtained, it may be concluded, at least from the

standpoint oÅí time-distance curve, that Pd and Sd correspond to the direct waves

propagating through the material above the 200-discontinuity and Pr and Sr are the

refracted waves penetrating down into the 200-discontinuity and again coming up to

the earth's surface, both waves as being defined by Jeffreys in the JrB. 1939 Table.

In addition, the extending of Pr- and Sr-branches backward down to about 130 well

coincides with what was discussed by Jeffreys in his l939 paper (3). Therefore, it

may safely be said that the existence of the 200-discontinuity was ascertained by an

ana!ysis of the time-distance graph with regard to the data of earthquakes near Japan.

    But, a question is left as to whether the 200-discontinuity is of the first order or

the second order. This question will be solved by finding a loop of the time-distance

graph or the refiected wave at the discontinuity concerned. A P-phase was observed

shortly after Pr on the seismograms of January 5, 1953, which forms a time-distance

graph approximately simi!ar to the uppey branch of tke loop er the refiection branch.
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   [l]able 4. The earthquake of June 22, 1952, 460N, 153g-OE

                O:21h43m02$

Observatory

Nemuro
Sapporo

Mori
Aomori
Morioka
Fukttshima

Utsunomiya
Tokyo
Yokohama
Mishima
Shizuoka

Nagoya
Hikone

A

  o
 6.36
 9.22
 10.i7

 10.73

 21.13

 12.84
 14.04

 14.75
 15.00

 15.62
I 26.oo

 16.66

 16.99

Arrival time
i

o-c

Pd
llS34 ,,k

54

 Sd Pd     l
ms l,I sl44 48.7 i      - 2 i.
46

 ,:•S si, .O, il

,,

rml'igii il l,

48 18.0      +2          I     t  2o.g I      + 1 I•i•2gki111/

     i/

Sd

il  ,i

ll

Table 5. The earthquake of Oct.

         O:l3h08m34$
11, 1953, 500N, 155S,-OE

Observatory

Nernuro

Sapporo

Mori

Aomori
Morioka
Sendai

Fukushima
Utsunomiya
Tokyo
Yokoharna
Mishirna

Shizuoka

NagQya
Hikone
I<yoto

d

'

Arrival time

     PrPd
i8.o2 {'l

 12.32 l

 13.41•

 14.23.

14.90I

 16.18I

 16V9 I,i

   Ill8,Iggl

   I 19.09 I.

   I i9.65 Il
   I

20.03 I.
20.53 I

2o.7s I'l

   Il21.23

 o-c I Ampiitude

pd pr .l pd prI

ms ms10 51.0

     11 38.511 28.4

      56.5 41.4
         I 53.2
         I 59.1         i
    ll2 18.7I 12 22.5
    I.      30.2' 23,4I
    F      43.3 39.4I
    I -• i-- -i      54.1 i    l         I : k, 5215, I.

    I - I 8.8
 - I 11.4    I - I 17.31         i    i

i
lg  M-;

iI-

ii

ww
I-i-

ii,

ii

I

L,
1 z6

I s.2
I ,.,

I

I-[

F 2.s
i
l 2.8
l o.2
i
l ww

I rml

 -I-l
II• -
l!•

ll• -

ju

15.5 ,

l8.7

:l
s.2 I

8.5

21g

O.5 .

5,4

4.5

6.5
3.s l

  I
4.5 I

Period

    PrPd
s

1.4

3.3

1.1

i
           ,lii

125
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Table 6. The earthquake of March 18, 1955, 54bi.ON, 161"E
                    O:OOh06m46$

Ob$ervatouy

Aomori
Morioka
Sendai

Fukushima
Utsunomiya
Tol<yo

Yokohama
Mishima
Shizuoka
Gifu

Nagoya
Hikone

d
Arrival time

Pr Sri

      :mslms14 42.5I 14 56.0

  51.8,i5 8.2
15 20,7 I• 28.2

          38.l  32.5 I-
      l
  pm i 56.s

  -i-      l  pm li6 is.o

  - I 23.7
  - l, 2g.g
  -- I 3s.o
      l•
  rv" i nd      I  -- l• 37.1
      l'

Sr2
    I

 o
19.35

20.05

2i.35

21.97

23.24

24.03

24.28I
    i24 .86 I- ,

    II
2s.21l

25.57

25.68

25.91 l
     l

Mii

22

s l-
10.4i

16.3i

   i
gO,14,l

   I
49.5 l•

   l
58,4 l•

   I
 1.0 l-

   l Zl ii•

   lt
10.2 l,

   l12.0 l•

   i12.8 l•

   ll
15,8 1i-

o-c
Pr Srl

11ii"  s
+8
+3
+7
+8

Sr2

i- Amplitude
i

Pr Srl Sl'2

l

l   Period
'

iii

       iil"1'  FL l sL

-ls2
 3.5I 20

19.01 36
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But, its duration from Pd or jPr is much longer than that given in the J=B. Table.

Thus, in the present article, this problem must be left as unsolved, and will be inves-

tigated and reportecl in a succeeding paper.

  ii) AmPlitude relation

    Concerning the phases Pd and Sd (both referred to as d-wave) and Pr and Sr

(both referred to as r-wave), a clear and interesting fact is that the amplitude ef

d-wave becomes smal!er and smaller wiÅíh increasing distance, and the amplitude of

d-wave is much smaller than that of r-wave near the distance of 180. At the obser-

vatories of epicentral distance smalier than 130, the seismograms are begun on the

clear arrival of a d-wave and no r-wave is ebserved. At about 130 the arrival of

a r-wave is first observecl after the d-wave phase, and on the seismograms from

130 up to 180, the d-wave of small amplitude is observed as the first motion, being

fo}lowed by the r-wave of large swing as a later but c!ear phase. At the epicentral

distance beyond 180 a r-wave oÅí large amplitude first arrives and the following

sma}1 d-wave cannot usually bfiu identified, because it is disturbed by the wave train

of the Iarge r-wave of first arrival.

    In Figs. 4, (a) and (b), some examples ef arnplitude-distance relation are giveR

and the observed data are tabulated in the respective tables. The amplitude relation

between d- and r-waves mentioned above is clearly observed on these graphs, in

whlch the plotted points represent the amplitudes of horizontal movement owing to

the lacking of vertical seismograms at many ebservatories, and moreover double

amplitude is taken for the S-wave. In Fig. 5, the relation between the arrival time
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and observed amplitude for both P- and S-waves wiith respect to d- and r-waves

are schemaktically shown which will afford a gcod guide for discussing the nature of

this sort of phenomena.

    This fact with regard to the amplitude reh(tion ef d- and r-waves is very
interestmg. Since, at the crustal discontinuity including the llViohorovic!c discentinuity,

this sert of phencmenon is riever observed, the behaviour of seismic waves with

relation to the 200-discontinuity, if' existing, has to be considerably different frem

that at the crustal discontinuity. Therefore, the amplitude relation above-mentioned is
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considered to be an important key for

the solution of the mantle structure, and

will be discussed again in some detail

ln the later section 4, i).

  iii) rvave Period of each Phase

    The periods ef four phases, Pd, Pr,

Sd and Sr of five earthquakes in Table

l are plotted together in Fig. 6 with the

period and epicentral distance as ordinate

and abscissa respectively.

    The r-wave pefiods are concentrated

in a range of abeut 4sec to 6sec, in-

dependently of epicentral distance, ob-

servatory and earthquake. On the other

hand, d-wave periods cliffer considerably.

In seme cases the very short period, and

in other cases the fairly long period is

prevailing, and, in addition, the super-

position of the short perlod ancl the long

one are sernetimes observed. Roughly

speaking, the perieds of d-wave censist

ef periods shorter than about 2 sec and

one longer than about 8sec. Anyhow, it

in the earthquakes used in the '
distinguished irom each other alsofrom

possibly contribgte to the investigation of

r-waves and the properties of the rnantle.

  iv) Sr2-wave

    Concerning the earthquake of

Sr-wave amp}itude described earlier

is observed after Sr beyond about l90,

becomes shorter and shoyter with' '

in Figs. 3 and 5. Thus, this phase

that eE the Sr-wave, and hereafter this

and Sri respectively. The tlme-distance

apparent velocity is 6.4km/sec. From

IG SI-IIMOTO
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               go gs 2o 2s
          Fig. 5. Schematical illustration of the amplitude-
            distance relation. The breadth of each branch
            corresponds to the amplitude at the respective
            clistances.

         can safely be said without excepÅíion, at least

present mvestigation, that d- and r-waves are Åëlearly

        their differences in period. These data also

          the mode of propagation of both d- and

January 5, 1953, another fact is recognized. The

  decreases rapidly and a phase of large amplitude

     and the duration between Sr and this phase

mcreasmg distance. These aspects are cleariy seen

  seems to belong to a new branch different from

     phase and the previous Sr will be called Sr2

      graph of Sr2 is nearly a straight line, whose

      the dimiBishing of duratien between Sri and
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Sr2 with increasing distance, these two branches are finally to inter$ect at a certain

di$tance, but unfortunately, we have no ebservation beyond 220 as to this earth-

quake, so that we are obliged te examine this problem by an earthquake presenting

more data.

    The earthquake oi March 18, 1955, mentioned above in bR3, i), is suitable for the

present purpose, because this earthquake has the observatienal data from about 190

up to 260. Some seisrnograms are shown in Fig. 7. In this case also, the tirne-distance

graph of S-curve is divided into two branches which intersect at about 2tlO, and the

apparent velocities of 'these two branches are 5.4km/sec and 6.6 km/sec respectively.

These numerals, 5.4km/sec and 6.6km/sec, coincide very well wkh these of the

earthqgal<e of January 5, i953. The residuals of Sri andSr, from the JrB. O.Ol curve

are tabulated in Table 6 in the previous sectioit i). In Fig. 8, the travel-time graphs

oÅí these two earthquakes are shown, calculated from the respective origin times. In

this figure, it is clearly recognized that the behaviours of S-waves of both earthquakes

are in a fairly good agreement. Moreover, in most seismograms, as seen in Fig. 7,

the commencement of Sr2 is so clear that we can easily identify the appearance of

Sr2-wave. And the amplitude-distance relations of Sri and Sr2 are nearly the same

in both earthqttakes as seen in Fig. 4, b).

    Thus, from the data above-mentioned, it is roughly concluded that there may be
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a discontinuous plane at some depth

below the 200-discontinuity, namely

that Sr2 at distance smaller than

.ftbout 240 is the backward extension

ef the branch beyend 240. Concem-

ing this problem, it can be stated

that at abottt 240 the J.-B. O.Cl

curve shows a clear change, though

gradual, of its gradient.

    It is to be neted that-Shis result

was deduced only from the anaclysis

of the S-wave, and as to the P-wave

no later phase was ebserved at the

distances concerned. Although the

amplitudes of the first P shows a

maximum near the critical clistance,

say abeut 240 and it seems that

there exists a change of wave-

form suggesting the superposition

of two waves near the critical
distance, these are less reliable than

those of' the S-wave. Consequently,

this new discontip-uity, if existing,

is considered to be more effective

for S than P. Needless to say, this

by much more abgndant afid

considered to be ttseful for a new

mantle.

    In connection with the newly

discussed the property of the earth's

and 1i are the bulk modulus and

the JrB.'s seismic velecity

decrease takes place at cabout

keeps on for about 100 1<m. The

of " compared with that of k with '

to relate possibly to the present new
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    wave for the latter respectively.

     on new discontinuity should be discussed

accurate data, but the above-observed fact is

          of the investigation of the earth's

       discontinuity, Nishitake (19) recently

      and obtained the distribution of k/pt (k

   respectively) with depth as dedLiced fyorn

  In h-.is paper it was reported that an abrupt

below the 200discontinuity and this decrease

   of k//i corresponds to the larger increase

    ' depth, and. this behaviour of l</Lt seerns
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4. Some considerations

  i) On the amPlitudes of d- and r-waves

    Guteriberg previously stated (7) that the amplitude of the first P-wave shows an

abrupt decrease at about 50 and ls very small at distances up to about 150, and

beyond 150 becomes gradually large with increasing distance. And he attributed the

cause of these phenomena to the existence of a low-velocity layer in the mantie,

nameiy, the waves of small amp!itude at 50 to 150 are the diffracted waves due to

that Iow-velottity layer and the large waves observed beyond 150 are the wave
penetrating down into this low-velecity layer and again rising up to the earth's surface.

According to his recent paper (8), this diffracted wave of the normal earthquake

composes a nearly straight time-distance curve whose apparent ve!ocity is 7.74 km/sec

and deviates considerably from the the J.-B. curve. OR the other kand, as to the

S-wave, it is said that there is no ebservation in the range of about 100-vi70.

    In any case, since the amp!itude variation

with distance stated by GuÅíenberg seems to be

similar in some points to the Åíacts described in e . a
bR 3, ii), a consideration oR Gutenberg's structure 2 "' es
                                                            ee s                                                             ip"" eee eis to be made. The conception of `low-velocity
                                                 1 eelayer' by Gutenberg is assumed on the basis ets.e g
                                                                         -"ef the following two phenomena; nameiy, 1) e "
the sudden diminution of amplitude at about 50

and its continuaÅíion gp to about 150, and 2) the

gradual and monotonous increase of amplitude

from about 150 up to beyond 200. Accordingly,

these two points shou}d be examined regarding

the earthquakes concerned here. In order to
examine the first relation, the amp!itude-distance

relations of the first P-motion of three earth-

quakes at short distances near 50 were investi-

gated, whose results are i!iustrated in Figs. 9,

a), b) and c). Of these earthquakes, the first

was the Akita-Oga Earthquake on May 1, 1939

whose focal depth was considered to be shallower

than 10km. The second was the earthquake of

July 28, 1951 whose epicenter and fccal depth

were estimated as 37.50N, 143.50E and about

10km respectively, and the third was the
Yoshino Earthquake of July 17, 1952 whGse focal

r
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Fig. 9. Amplitude-distance graphs for
  the first P-motion at short distances.
 a) The Akita-Oga Earthquake of May
  1, 1939, b) The earthquake of July
 28, 1951, and c) The Yoshino Earth-
 quake of July 17, 2952.
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depth was estiinated a$ 70km below the earth's surface and this depth corresponds

to the top of low-velolocity layer, if it exists. In Fig. 10, the natura} logarithm of

arnplitude is plotted against the epicentra} distance. In any case, the sudden diminu-

tion of amplitude at about 50 as assumed by Gutenberg was noÅí observed. Next, for

the second relation, as was already described, the d-waves are observed equally on

both P- and S-waves, and continue with ne gap up to about 180 at which the d-waves

are overtaken by the r-waves, and, moreover, the amplitudes oE d-wave decrease

monotonously up te 180 and never increase again. In addition, the time-distance

graphs of d-waves fit fairly well into the j.-B. Table from about 60 to 18D as was

mentioned in the previous bg 3, i). Considering these results, it is reasonably concluded

thai the present case differs certainly from that of Gutenberg, and so the existence

of a low-velocity layer in the mantle is considered questionable at least in the case

oÅí Japanese earthquakes.

    According to the recent investigations of Jeffreys cited in the previous bR3, i)

(4, 5), there exist considerable regienal differences between the time-distance curves

in European, Japanese and N! orth American regions, aid these differences imply the

regioital difference of the mant}e structure down to considerable depth. On the oeher

hand, Lehmann (11, 12) also found that the time-distance graphs of the S-wave give

the different aspects in Europe and North America. Refiecting upon these facts, the

al}owance for the regional difference may be possibly assttmed in the preseRt investi-

gatlon.

    In any way, however, the phenomena mentioned above in bR3, ii) concerning the

amplitudes of d- and r-waves will be interpreted as caused by an abnormally strong

attenuation of d-waves observed near the epicentra} distance of 280 or by an abnormal

eniargement of r-waves ewing to some causes. In order to exarnine this point, a

deep earthq'uake was treated for reÅíerence. Tlais earthquake occurred on February

28, 1950 and its epicenter and Åíocal depth were 46.00N, and 143.80E, and 350km

respectively, and so this earthquake is considered to have been seated above the 200-

discontinuity but below the low-ve}ocity layer, if existent. ]n Fig. IO, the amplitude

of the first P arrival is plotted against the epicentral distance. Since this earthquake

was a very large one and the onsets of the first P arrival was very clear, there is

no doubt with regard to tbe readings of amp}itude.

    In this figure, the amplitudes are small in somae ranges before about 120, and

increase abruptly at about 120 which may nearly cerrespond, ailowing for the focal

depth, to the amplitude relation which should be observed near the epicentral distance

ef 200 in the case of shallow earthquakes. Thus the deep earthquake, if its focus is

above the 200-discontinuity, shows the same behaviour with regard to the anomalous

diminution of arnplitude at an epicentral distance at which Pr-wave is expected to

appear first.
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            Fig. 10. Amplitude-di$tance graph for the fir$t P-motion of the
                    deep earthquake (350km) of Feb. 28, 1950.

    Then, the reasonable interpretation of the behaviours of amplitude of both d-

and r-waves is fair!y diMcult. One probable irkerpretation is the diminution of the

d-wave due to the existence of a transient layer just above the 200-discontinuity which

makes the amplitudes of both P and S diminish equa!ly. On the other hand, the

enlargement of the r-wave may possibly be considered as reflecting the constaRcy

of r-wave period and the possible existence of another discontinuity below the 200-

discontinuity as mentionedin bR3, iv). The emphasis on a specified period of the

critically refracted wave in the case of a layer overlying a semi-infinite medium was

worked out by Sato (20) and Oficer (2Z). These investigations seem to be worthy of

examination in the present case, although it is problematical whether or not these are

vaiid for a layer in the earth's interior.

    Final}y, so!r}e remarks are convenienÅíly added in this occasion. As was mentioned

in bg 3, i), Pr- and Sr-waves showed positive residuals of a few seconds compared with

the JrB. curve for some earthquakes, but this is not the case fer others. This

pkenomenon may be related with the magnitude of earthquake and with the sensitivity

of seismograph. On the earthquake of November 4, 2952, Åíhe P-wave of clear onset

beyond about 180 was forerun by a weak vibration which fitted into the J.-B. curve. On

the earthquake of October 11, 1953, the Galitzin-type seismegraph ef high magnifica-

tion (about 2000) at the Kamigarno Geophysical Observatory, Kyoto University, showed

a similar weak vibration forerunning Pr of clear onset. On these two earthquakes,

the weak vibratien fits into the JrB. curve and the fo!lowlng wave of clear onset

(Pr) is delayed by a few seconds. Other earthquakes show onlya Pr-wave of clear

onset, missing the weak vibration. These facts may be justified by the explanation

that the weak vibration is missed by refraction at the 200-discontinuity ln some cases.

  ii) On the Formosa earthquafees

    As the cornparison of northern earthquakes seen from Japan (Kamchatka-Kttrile
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Table 7. The

      Y. KISHIMOTO

earthquake of Aug. 22,
       O:06h51m37$

1936, 22.leN, l21.e2E

                       d         Observatory

                       e 1,l.
                      Igiggiii         Kobe
         I<yoto
         Nagoya ls.s7 [I
                          ll                      is.89 Il         Gifu
                      2o.i3 Ii         Mishima
         Nagano 20,59:
                      22.02I         Tokyo
                      21.02 l,l         Kumagaya
                          il                      22.69 Ii         Fukushima                          1'i
                      23.27l         Sendai
                      24.34 I•li/         Morioka
       ".....-......rmmua.ww.nv.....rv...-.ww.ll

Islands) with southern
quakes, two Formosa

mainly that of AugusÅí 22,

were likewise analysed with

gard to the travel-time,

and period oÅí each phase.

earthquake of August 22,

considered to be very

seated in the crust, because

earthquake did some

the bttildings near its '

The observational data are

in Tab!e 7 and some

seismogram in Fig. 12.

distance graphs of both P

are shown in Fig. Il, in

unfortunately, the '
at

were not available. As

Fig. 11, the abrupt

gradient is clearly

about 20e as to the

graph oÅí P-wave. This
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of 200 is well accordant with the so-called 200-discontinuity as observed in shallow

earthquake, and clearly shows the existence of a 200-discontinuity in the Japanese

area.

    The first P waves at distances up to about 200 are weak and their periods are

short, and moreover, they are followed by waves of clear onset and long period. OR

the other hand, beyond 200, the $eismograms are commenced by a wave of clear

onset which corresponds to the latter ,P-wave at distances up to about 20e. This

change of the appearance of the first P arrival with increasing distance is the same

as that of the Kamchatka earthquake; accordingly, we may call them Pd and Pr

respectively. Pd-waves up to about 200 fit fairly well into the J.-B. O.OO curve, as

seen in Table 7, allowing for the first P arrivals from 20 to 70 in Formosa obser-

vatories which are considered the Pd-waves. And, moreover, Pr-waves beyond 200

approximately fit to the same curve. But, there exists a slight difference between

the Formosa and the Kamchatka earthquakes. In the latter case, Pr-branch beyond

180 (corresponding to 200 in the Formesa earthquake) was extended back almost

linearly down to about 130, but in the former, two Pr-branches, say, ene up to 200

and the other beyond 200, have the different slopes and intersect at about 200, as

seen in Fig. 11. Therefore, judging oniy f'rom this fact alone, it is naturally te con-

sider that there exist two branches belongin.g to differenÅí families, and this considera-

tion is suggested by another phenomenon, namely, the period of Pr which is about

3.5 sec up to about 200, becoming 6.0 sec at 210, and thereafter returning to about

3.5 sec. Recently, Z. Suzuki (22) stated that a sirnilar phenomenon was observed at

the superposition of direct and refracted waves at the so-ca!led critical distance on

the small scale explosion experiment. If a similar explanation is vaiid in the present

case of natural earthquakes, it results that three branches, say, Pd and two Pr's,

meet at about 200. In the present state, however, it is impossibie to accurately

determine as to whether there exists a difference between the observed materials of

both the Kamchatka- and Formosa-earthquakes, because the observed materials of

Formosa earthquakes are far inferior to those of Kamchatka-Kurile Islands in the

points of example-number and distribution of observatories.

    Next, concerning the S-wave, the arrival tirne observed eÅí the S-pkases observed

after the distance of 200 is approximately accordant with the JrB. O.OO Table, but

the S-phase clear!y observed before the 200 is considered to be the Sr-wave and not

the Sd-wave, as shown in Fig. 12 and Table 7. Contrary to the case of Kamchatka-

Kurile Islands, it is dithcu!t to find the Sd-wave pfeceding the Sr-wave in a distance

shorter than 200. And moreover, in case of Forrnosa earthquake, Åíhe avaBable ebser-

vatories are iacking between 20- and 170-epicentral distance. Under such disadvan-

tageous circumstances the discussion of the comparisen between the earthquakes of
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northern and southern origin seen from Japan is inappropriate in the present state,

but the mlnute regional difference of the mantle structure, if existing, will be dis-

cussed in greater detail iR a succeeding paper.

  iii) On the 130-discontinuity

    In 1951, the writer (23) reported that an abrupt change was observed at about

i30 of the gradient of superposed time-distance graph of about ten shallow earth-

quakes having occurred in the same epicentral region of Japan and having neariy

equal focal depths, and he provisionally ca12ed it a 130-discontinuity. It was left

unexplained, however, as to whether it corresponded to a real discontinuity oy was

oniy an apparent phenomenon

    Now, reflecting upen the facts described in this article and aliowing for the

apparent velocity, 9.5km/sec, of the branch at range between 130 and 200 in our

article above-cited, it may naturally be inferred that the abrupt change of gyadient

ef superposed time-distance graph at 130 is caused by missing of Pd owing to its

weakness and misreading of Pr as the first motion at many observatories. And, more-

over, a considerably large fluctuation of the observed P-time at distances near 130

may possibly support the interpretation above-mentioned. And moreever, the epicentral

distance of l30 is estimated te be the shortest distance at which the Pr-wave is ex-

pected Åío be clearly observed. Consequentiy the anornalous appearance in the time-

distance graph whihc was previously reported as the 130-discontinuity is, after a!l,

reasonably explained by the refracted waves connected with the existence of 20D-

discontinuity in the earth's mantle.

5. Summary
    Selsmograms observed at observatories in Japan of five prominent earthquakes of

Kamchatka-Kurile Islands were analysed to investigate the existence and nature of

the 200-discontinuity and the low-velecity layer 2n the earth's manÅí!e. Some resu!ts

obtained in the present treatment are as fellows:

    i) The existence of the 200-discentinuity was ascertained iR Japan, but its order

        of discontinuity remains undetermined.

    ii) The existence of }ow-velocity layer was negatively concluded, at ieast in Japan.

   iii) The abnormal diminution of amplitude of direct seismic wave and, reversely,

        the large and clear appearance of a refracted seismic wave through the 200-

        discontinuity were definitely observed for both P- and S-phases near the

        epicentral distance of 200. For these remarkab!e facts two exp!anations of

        the large attenuation of direct wave at the transition layer close above the

        2eO-discontinuity or any enlargement-effect for the refracted wave by the

u
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        layer-channel between the 200-discontinuity and the 250-discontinuity newly

        found, were tentatively postulated.

   iv) From the present treatment, it is reasenably concluded that the nature and

        structure of the earth's mantle may have somewhat regional character when

        they are compared for the regions in Europe, America, Asia, etc.
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